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Introduction to vertical integration and horizontal integration strategy - definition, examples, advantages and
disadvantages.

To do this, one company acquires another that is either before or after it in the supply chain process. This
company can smoothen its supply chain by ensuring ready supply of tyres and electrical components in the
exact specifications that it requires make its distribution and after-sales service more efficient by opening its
own showrooms absorb for itself upstream and downstream profits profits that would have gone to the tyre
and electrical companies and showrooms owned by others increase entry barriers for new entrants by being
able to reduce costs through its own suppliers and distributors invest in specific functions such as tyre-making
and develop its core competencies Disadvantages of vertical integration But what is the downside? Vertical
integration and horizontal integration Introduction and definition Vertical integration and horizontal
integration are business strategies that companies use to consolidate their position among competitors. What is
horizontal integration? For example, a department store may choose to merge with a similar one in another
country to start operations overseas. So that car manufacturer from the example above may acquire an
automotive dealership through forward integrationâ€”the process of acquiring a business ahead of its own
supply chain. Flexibility to increase or decrease production of raw materials or components may be lost as the
company may need to sustain a level of production in pursuit of economies of scale. The more activities you
carry out in the manufacturing and distribution process, the more control you have over the entire flow of
goods until they reach the end customer. It is a type of integration strategies pursued by a company in order to
strengthen its position in the industry. Concerns A major concern of vertical integration is that it requires your
company and its leadership to have expertise in multiple distribution channel activities. Vertical Integration in
Strategic Management Types of vertical integration strategies As we have seen, vertical integration integrates
a company with the units supplying raw materials to it backward integration , or with the distribution channels
that carry its products to the end-consumers forward integration. For example, Disney merging with Pixar
movie production , Exxon with Mobile oil production, refining and distribution or the infamous Daimler Benz
and Chrysler merger car developing, manufacturing and retailing. They may also wish to gain access to new
customers or markets, including overseas. By merging two companies that operate in the same supply chain
together, it can cut down on competition, thereby reducing the choices available to consumers. The legal
ramifications will have to be studied as there are strict anti-monopoly laws in many countries: if the merged
entity threatens to oust competitors from the market, these laws will be used against it. One is control. Let us
take the example of a car manufacturer implementing this strategy. Increased market power: The new
company, because of the merger of companies, will become a bigger customer for its old suppliers. When a
wholesaler or retailer acquires goods from a manufacturer, a markup is added to the cost. A company can
think of acquisitions and mergers for horizontal integration in the following situations: When the industry is
growing When rivals lack the expertise that the company has already achieved When economies of scale can
be achieved When the company can manage the operations of the bigger organisation efficiently, after the
integration Advantages of horizontal integration The advantages of horizontal integration are economies of
scale, increased differentiation more features that distinguish it from its competitors , increased market power,
and the ability to capture new markets. If you make goods, you only pay for the costs of manufacturing. The
decision whether to employ vertical or horizontal integration has a long-term influence on the business
strategy of a company. Vertical Integration: An Overview Horizontal and vertical integrations are strategies
used by businesses in the same industry or production process. One way this can happen is for a manufacturer
or wholesaler to carry out its own distribution processes to consumers. An illustration of horizontal integration
process. For example, a supermarket may acquire control of farms to ensure supply of fresh vegetables
backward integration or may buy vehicles to smoothen the distribution of its products forward integration.
Backward Integration The opposite approach to vertical integration occurs when a product reseller decides to
acquire its supplier or start its own manufacturing or distribution operation. Each company will have to choose
the option more suitable to it, based on its unique place in the market and its customer value propositions. HI
may be an effective strategy when: Organization competes in a growing industry. A classic example is that of
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the Carnegie Steel Company, which not only bought iron mines to ensure the supply of the raw material but
also took over railroads to strengthen the distribution of the final product. He has been a college marketing
professor since  When a distributor engages in manufacturing, or a retailer engages in manufacturing or
distribution activities, it is referred to as backward integration. Forward Integration In many cases, a company
expands from a single trade focus to become vertically integrated. Acquisition is the purchase of another
company. It may also employ vertical integration to take over the reins of distribution of its products. And if
that happens, it may lead to a monopoly, where one company plays a dominant force, controlling the
availability, prices, and supply of products and services.


